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Host AGM_Selan says:
U.S.S. Pendragon Stardate 10105.05 "To Take Heart and Courage" Episode Four
Host AGM_Selan says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= Resume Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#::looks around:: Soldier:  I believe we are all ready when you are.
Host CO_Zax says:
@::is pacing the bridge restlessly::
Host AGM_Selan says:
<Soldier> # OPS: Acknowledged. Get whatever you need and come along...
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$::runs over to Ryan's position, with the FCO following::
CMO_Daetalus says:
::is still feeling a slight ache in his shoulder::
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#:: looks at the CNS to see if she's ready::
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$::Running after The CMO and XO after doing a quick rooms check ::
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
%Captor: And THIS IS FOR KNOCKING ME OUT!  ::Slams her foot into the side of his body::  And THIS IS FOR BURNING MY FACE!!!! ::Kicks him in the head a few times moving him towards the wall::
PG_CNS_Richardson says:
#::with the Paula Green Ops Owens and MO, in the medical compound, about to debate with the relief troops::
OPS_Chamberlain says:
&Computer: ETA to Pendragon.
CNS_Vander says:
@::On the bridge noting the Captains behavior observantly::
Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: 5:07 [AM] - The CTO continues her brutal beating of her Captor.
CEO_Smith says:
& OPS: I can't wait to get back to the Pendragon.
PG_CNS_Richardson says:
#::shrugs:: Owens: Still not sure why they need us, but we're ready ::grins::
OPS_Chamberlain says:
&<Computer>: 10 Minutes.
PED_Prin says:
@::Takes a couple of deep breaths.....feeling some substantial pain::
CTO_Kyrron says:
::standing in the control center trying to figure out what to do next::
XO_Bafii says:
@ :: in the streets trying to find the hospital one of the locals directed him to ::
EO_Toms says:
:: looks around room, still not fully with everything that’s happened::
CTO_Kyrron says:
EO:  See if you can find a terminal that connects to the satellite control system.
OPS_Chamberlain says:
&CEO: Me too, it's been too long.
TO_Lavan says:
::standing at top of stairs keeping a lookout::
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$PGFCO: ::pants:: Hurry!  Ryan may be in trouble!
CEO_Smith says:
&OPS: I know how you feel.
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$::sees them in the distance as he runs to catch up ::
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
%::Turns and grabs one of the chair legs that broke off.  Turns and begins beating the Captor with it, plummeting him with blows to the head and body as he lays unconscious on the floor, bleeding::
EO_Toms says:
CTO: Aye, ma'am.. :: moves round room looking at control panels::
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$CSO: How far::pants :: any idea ?
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#::smiles:: PG_CNS: You in case of some minor medical needs to assist the PG_MO and I guess I'd be a great help in disarming those satellites.  ::shrugs and follows the soldiers::
Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: 5:09 - The CTO has seemingly killed her Captor.
TO_Lavan says:
::looks over shoulder:: CTO:  What next ma'am?
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$PG_FCO: I think ::pant:: I heard Dr. Biishe said seven miles.
Host CO_Zax says:
@All: Report!
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
%Captor: GET UP!!!  GET UP!!!  ::Beats him with the chair leg, kicking the body for good measure::
PG_CNS_Richardson says:
#::follows along, with the relief troops and the Owens::
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$CSO: I doubt we can keep this pace up for that long
OPS_Chamberlain says:
&::Opens a hailing frequency:: COMM: Pendragon: This is the USS Vera, carrying CEO Smith and OPS Chamberlain, respond.
XO_Bafii says:
# :: arrives at the hospital and starts looking for his team ::
Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: 5:09 - Her captor doesn't get up ... he just lays there. Since he has no eye lids, his blank eyes just stare forward.
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$::sees two bicycles abandoned on the sidewalk:: PG_FCO: Baptiste!  Look!  Bikes!
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
%::Looks down at the battered body of the Captor, then bends down and checks for a pulse, not letting go of the chair leg, prepared to beat him some more::
Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: 5:10 - The Triage Center is bursting to the seams with masses of injured ... however, things are getting better as relief is pouring in from the remaining beaches where the military has arrived with medical teams.
PED_Prin says:
#::Takes another deep breath......checking again on the pneumothorax patient::
CEO_Smith says:
&::waits for response::
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$::looks at the bikes and at the street surface:: CSO : We can but try, at least they are mountain Bikes !!
EO_Toms says:
:: stops in front of a likely looking panel.. Starts taping at the controls::
CTO_Kyrron says:
FCO/CMO:  Did either of you manage to make telepathic contact with the CNS?
XO_Bafii says:
# :: looking around sees that there seems to be a good deal of support flowing in... as he has only minimal medical training, he is staying out of the way ::
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
%::Feels no pulse then drops the chair leg into the fire barrel.  Turns and walks out of the room looking for her weapons and tricorder::
CMO_Daetalus says:
CTO: What have you found?
Host CO_Zax says:
@CNS: Anything from the ATs yet?
CEO_Smith says:
&OPS: Are we too far away?
Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: 5:11 - The CTO finds that they were in a cellar off the side of an apparently abandoned subway tunnel.
FCO_Rofax says:
CTO: Unsure Lt. I thought I heard something though...
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$::runs over to the bikes and hops on one:: PG_FCO: At least this will be much faster.
CTO_Kyrron says:
FCO:  Try again.
Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: 5:11 - Nearby are her weapons, which are clattered on the ground ... her tricorder is missing.
CNS_Vander says:
@ CO: I received some telepathic communication, I'm trying to continue contact::
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$::begins pedaling to Ryan's position::
CMO_Daetalus says:
CTO: All I got was telepathic white noise.
TO_Lavan says:
::looks over shoulder:: CTO:  What next ma'am?
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#PG_CNS: How is the MO feeling?  I know she's not very good with tense situations.
Host CO_Zax says:
@::looks surprised:: CNS: From who?
OPS_Chamberlain says:
&CEO: Unsure.  Scan the area.
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$::hops on the other and  nods agreement ::CSO : and we should get there not so out of stamina
FCO_Rofax says:
CTO: Yes ma'am.  ~~~:: attempts to contact CNS Vander on the Pen::~~~
CEO_Smith says:
&::Scans area::
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#::continuing to follow the soldiers::
CTO_Kyrron says:
CMO/EO/Lavan:  We have shut down the satellite reproduction system.  We need to find a way to disable the satellites in orbit.
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
%::Picks up her weapons, checks her phaser and holsters it.  Checks the semi automatic rifle and slings it over her shoulder.  Continues to look for the tricorder::
CNS_Vander says:
@::Adjusts his glasses trying to concentrate:: ~~~Who is this?~~~
XO_Bafii says:
# :: spotting Dree, walks over, not distracting her from her patient ::
Host AGM_Selan says:
<Soldier> # ::Moves over to an apparent large truck, in which ten soldiers are sitting in the back::
CMO_Daetalus says:
::Nods::
TO_Jeff says:
~~~ FCO: Ca.. you hear...~~~
PG_CNS_Richardson says:
#::grins:: PG_Ops: Audrina's handling this fine. ::glances over her shoulder at the MO, trailing along a few feet behind, making sure she doesn't overhear::
Host AGM_Selan says:
<Soldier> # ::Gestures for the PG crew coming to get in::
CEO_Smith says:
&OPS: I have them on sensors....try again?
PED_Prin says:
#::Her vitals still within norms.....tend to the next patient......Realizes that she's gone into cardiac arrest......injects him with chloromydride::
FCO_Rofax says:
~~~ CNS:  It is Ensign Rofax, I'm trying to reach Ensign Vander. ~~~
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$::pedals as fast as his legs allow him::
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
%::Spots her helmet, thrown to the corner of the room and picks it up and puts it on::
CNS_Vander says:
@~~this is he~~ @CO: Captain, it's Ensign Rofax.
TO_Lavan says:
::thinks on that::  CTO:  Whoever built them would have some sort of control unit for them.  We should look for that.
FCO_Rofax says:
CTO: Lt, I have contacted the CNS...
OPS_Chamberlain says:
&CEO: Hail them.
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#::nods::  PG_OPS: Perhaps the initial shock of space travel has finally past.  ::looking past the CNS at the MO and smiles::
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$::shakes his head at the foolish CSO and pedals with sure steady strokes pausing occasionally to change gears ::
PED_Prin says:
#::Seeing the patient respond immediately....takes a deep breath......and waves for him to be moved for observation.......turns around and leans against the bed....trying not to groan from the pain::
OPS_Chamberlain says:
&::Wonders what is wrong::
Host SubCmdr_Neilo says:
ALL in Command Center: Yes, but I was told by the Captain of the Paula Greene that the Control Unit was missing.
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
%::Walks into another room and checks the drawers for her tricorder::
CMO_Daetalus says:
::his mind is strained:: FCO: Any luck?
Host CO_Zax says:
@CNS: Are they all alright?
Host Cmdr_Zetec says:
ACTION: 5:15 - The CTO does not find her tricorder.
XO_Bafii says:
# :: hands Dree some water :: Ped: How are you holding up?
FCO_Rofax says:
CMO: Yes, Lt. I have made contact with the Pendragon.
CTO_Kyrron says:
::wonders if they can use the constructed but yet un-launched satellites against the ones in orbit::
PG_CNS_Richardson says:
#::runs a few steps to catch up:: PG_Ops: Any idea how far we're going? And why we're hoofing it when they came in those vehicles? ::grins:: It's been a long day
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#::approaches the soldier who appears to be in command of the regiment::  Soldier:  How long do you estimate until we arrive?
EO_Toms says:
:: gets no response from the panel, at closer inspection it looks broken:: CTO: Ma'am, there doesn’t seem to be any terminals in here that will do it.
CNS_Vander says:
~~~FCO: Is everyone alright down there?~~~
CMO_Daetalus says:
::is relieved and stunned that he couldn’t ::FCO: Good job!
PED_Prin says:
#Bafii: Where did you come from? ::Takes the water and drinks greedily::
CEO_Smith says:
&COMM: Pendragon: This is the USS Vera, we have CEO Smith and OPS Chamberlain with us, please respond.
CTO_Kyrron says:
FCO:  You have made contact?!
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$::two miles have already gone off their journey on bikes::
XO_Bafii says:
# Ped: I've been around, trying to stay out of the way and help out where I can.  I should have taken more medical classes it seems
CNS_Vander says:
@CO: Still waiting for a response, Captain.
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
%::Walks into yet another room and checks the furniture and dresser drawers for her tricorder becoming angrier by the minute::
FCO_Rofax says:
~~~ CNS:  We have encountered numerous hostiles.  Most of them armed with automatic weapons.  We have reach the control center, however.~~~
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#::smiles back at the PG_CNS::  PG_CNS: Funny, I was just wondering why we were walking as well.  After all of the running the XO made me do up and down those hospital stairs... I could use a nice vehicle to travel in.  ::smiles again::
EO_Toms says:
:: looks up hopefully at the thought of outside contact::
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$::spots a medical pack on the ground :: CSO: Hold up !!
Host CO_Zax says:
@<OPS Operetta> COMM: Vera: We confirm. Please stand by for docking sequence.
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$::applies brakes::
CEO_Smith says:
&COMM: Pendragon: Understood.
FCO_Rofax says:
CTO:  Yes, Lt. I have got the CNS, nice, strong link.
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$::Swings off the bike and picks it up and puts it over his shoulders and resumes his pedaling::
PED_Prin says:
#XO: Well, you can read a tricorder, you can tell me what you scan on them and I can treat them......::
CNS_Vander says:
@CO: They've reached the Control center, met hostilities...~~~FCO: Are there any injuries to the away team?~~~
TO_Lavan says:
::waiting for the FCO to report anything meaningful::
CTO_Kyrron says:
FCO:  Let them know that the satellite reproduction and launching system is disabled.
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$::resumes pedaling::
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$CSO: We may need this.
FCO_Rofax says:
CTO: Aye Lt.
PG_CNS_Richardson says:
#::bites her lip, holding back the obvious retort:: PG_OPS: Think of this as good exercise ::hides a smile::
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
%::Decides to leave without the tricorder and walks out of the building into the street.  Begins walking South towards the Keskorth District::
XO_Bafii says:
# :: smiles :: I'll do what I can... I just wish I knew how Kyrron and the others are doing.  I expected to have those satellites down by now:: scans the next patient ::
Host CO_Zax says:
@:: Confers with the OPS Officer briefly::
TO_Lavan says:
::has a thought::  CTO: Sir.
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#::wonders if that was some sort of suggestion to his size then shrugs it off and nods::
CTO_Kyrron says:
TO Lavan:  Yes?
PED_Prin says:
#::Turns back around as another person is brought in:: XO: I would certainly hope so.
EO_Toms says:
CTO: Ma'am, where should we head now, there are nothing of use in this room any more...
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$::has now pedaled four miles, three to go::
OPS_Chamberlain says:
&CEO: Take us home. ::Heads to the rear of the runabout and secures the equipment::
FCO_Rofax says:
~~~ CNS: We have the satellite launching system is disabled.  We have also have lost two members of the security detail.~~~
XO_Bafii says:
# Ped: I'm reading internal bleeding and damage to the left kidney
TO_Lavan says:
CTO: We should check to see if any of the prepared satellites have their software loaded.  If we can analyze it up close we might be able to tell the Pendragon how to disable them.
CTO_Kyrron says:
EO:  We are attempting contact with the ship.  They may have orders for us.
CEO_Smith says:
&OPS: Acknowledge. ::sets coordinates with Pedragon's position::
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#::turns back to the PG_CNS again::  PG_CNS:  Do you happen to have any water on you by chance?  ::wiping the sweat from his brow::
CNS_Vander says:
@CO: They've lost 2 members of security detail, Captain; the satellite launching system is disabled. Do you want me to ask anything Captain?
Host CO_Zax says:
@OPS: I want you to scan all computer programming aboard the shuttle. Tell me if there is a program by the name of Pong in any system. If so...I want it deleted immediately.
PG_CNS_Richardson says:
#::stumbles for a moment, over a piece of rubble, but catches herself::
PED_Prin says:
#::The next person brought in has a blue tint.....immediately injects him with Dexalin...then tries to clear the airway::
Host CO_Zax says:
@::grins::
XO_Bafii says:
# :: futiley tries his comm. badge ::  *CTO* Bafii to Kyrron - respond.
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
%::Follows the subway tunnel east::
EO_Toms says:
CTO: Aye ma’am:: waits patiently, but really wants to get the job done::
PG_CNS_Richardson says:
#::frowns:: PG_OPS: I meant to grab some before we left the compound, but I forgot
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#::reaches out to grab the PG_CNS in case she falls::
PG_CNS_Richardson says:
#PG_OPS: The soldiers have got to be carrying some though
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#::Sighs then approaches one of the overly quiet soldiers::
PED_Prin says:
#XO: Any luck, Bafii?
Host SubCmdr_Neilo says:
<Soldier> # ::Waits for the CNS & OPS to get into the truck::
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$CSO: We know it is 7 miles away, but where when we get there?
XO_Bafii says:
# Ped: No, nothing - just static.
CTO_Kyrron says:
TO Lavan:  See if you can access that information from the terminal.  ::gestures toward the construction control console::
CEO_Smith says:
&::starts docking procedure::
CNS_Vander says:
@CO: Captain? Would you like me to ask them anything?
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$PG_FCO: I think we can find her with my tricorder.
PG_CNS_Richardson says:
#:;sees the truck, and clambers into the back of it::
Host CO_Zax says:
@::frowns :: Do they require assistance at this time?
PED_Prin says:
#::Inserts a breathing tube down the man's throat opening up the airway::
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#::climbs up into one of the trucks snatching some water from a soldiers canteen::
FCO_Rofax says:
~~~ :: attempts to locate TO McCloud on the other AT::   TO: McCloud?  Where are you?~~~
TO_Lavan says:
::nods::  CTO: Aye sir.  ::moves to the panel pulling out his tricorder::
PG_CNS_Richardson says:
#:;scootches over to make room on the bench for Owens::
EO_Toms says:
:: starts getting slightly fidgety as he waits::
CNS_Vander says:
@::Nods:: ~~~FCO: Does the team need any assistance? What can the ship do to help your current situation?~~~
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$::arrives near Ryan's last known coordinates, dismounts bike and opens tricorder::
CTO_Kyrron says:
FCO:  Does the Pendragon understand our situation, and do they have further orders for us?
Host CO_Zax says:
@OPS: Have the contacted the PG crew as of yet?
OPS_Chamberlain says:
&::Sits back down and sees that an authorized entry into the computer core detected:: Computer: Lock out Computer Functions except for system functions to this console. CEO: Our Captain is trying something...
PED_Prin says:
#::Wonders where the MO is and yearns for a break....her feet are killing her.....she can feel the swelling in her ankles::
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$::stops his bike and sits astride it ::
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#::nods graciously to Tari and takes the seat beside her::
Host SubCmdr_Neilo says:
<Soldier> # CNS & OPS: We're using information from the aerial vehicles to direct us down the most stable roads. But it's going to be bumpy.
CTO_Kyrron says:
EO: Help Lavan if you can.
FCO_Rofax says:
CTO: They are asking if we need any further assistance.  What should I tell them?
CEO_Smith says:
&::docks the runabout and shuts down:: OPS: We’re here.
CTO_Kyrron says:
FCO:  To start taking out the satellites up there.  They will not be replaced any longer.
TO_Jeff says:
~~~ FCO: I'm oh lost ~~~
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#::hearing the soldier he looks to his right realizing he's on the end of the bench by the open back door of the truck::
EO_Toms says:
CTO: Aye ma’am:: moves over to the TO::
FCO_Rofax says:
CTO: Yes, ma'am!
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
%::Looks around at the bums lying about and walks around them.  Notices some of the tunnel walls have caved inwards.  Walks around the rubble and continues to follow the tunnel east::
Host CO_Zax says:
@:: Orders the approaching OPS officer transported to the ship.....sans anything.
PG_CNS_Richardson says:
#::helps the PG_MO into the back of the truck::
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$CSO: Any Luck?
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$::scans the area for Ryan's signature::
PED_Prin says:
#Ahhh...Waddles over to a chair and sits down.... taking several deep breaths::
FCO_Rofax says:
~~~ CNS: Begin destroying the satellites as quickly as possible, they will no longer be replaced.~~~
Host SubCmdr_Neilo says:
ACTION: 5:25 - The PG Triage Team's Truck starts up, and starts bumpily heading down the road.
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$PG_FCO: Scanning...
CTO_Kyrron says:
TO Lavan:  Any luck?
Host SubCmdr_Neilo says:
ACTION: 5:25 - The PG CTO comes upon a massive cave in ... dim light and dust filters in from above...
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#::helps the PG_MO up into the truck and motions for a soldier to move over::
TO_Lavan says:
::moves across the panels roving his tricorder to and fro::  CTO:  Nothing here sir, but I remember having seen something hopeful in the other room.  Can I take a look?
EO_Toms says:
TO: Found anything??
PG_CNS_Richardson says:
#::grabs hold of the seat, to keep her balance as the truck bumps along::
FCO_Rofax says:
~~~ TO Jeff:  Are you okay? ~~~
CNS_Vander says:
@CO: Captain, the satellites will not be replaced; Ensign Rofax is suggesting we take out the satellites that remain.
CMO_Daetalus says:
::checks wounds::
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
%::Stops to look at the massive cave-in.  Decides to climb over the rubble::
PG_CNS_Richardson says:
#::watches Audrina look for a seat in the back of the crowded truck::
OPS_Chamberlain says:
@::Looks at the Pendragon, and heads for the bridge::
Host CO_Zax says:
@::nods::
CTO_Kyrron says:
TO Lavan:  would it be easier for us to go to that site?
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$PG_FCO: Got her!  She's moving east in the subway tunnels.
XO_Bafii says:
# PED: Looks like there are quite a few doctors around now - some more medical teams have shown up
Host CO_Zax says:
@SO: Scan the satellites and confirm.
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#::thinks there has to be a better way to travel than on a land vehicle::
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$CSO: Which way?
Host SubCmdr_Neilo says:
ACTION: 5:26 - The PG CTO finds she is climbing up into a Subway Station ... the ceiling of most of the station has caved in, she can see limbs from now dead people sticking out.
TO_Lavan says:
CTO: It might be, but we should check the other room first since we are right here.
FCO_Rofax says:
CTO: Lt, I have managed to reach TO McCloud on the second AT.  I will update our situation, but is there anything further I should pass along?
CEO_Smith says:
@::heads for the bridge behind OPS::
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#::notices the PG_MO looking for a seat then offers her his::
CTO_Kyrron says:
TO Lavan:  Go ahead.
CTO_Kyrron says:
EO:  Go with him.
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$PG_FCO: East!  Just have to find the nearest subway entry.
TO_Jeff says:
~~~ FCO: Umm... just a bruise ~~~
TO_Lavan says:
CTO: Yes sir.  ::moves into the next room scanning::
Host CO_Zax says:
@TO: Raise shields and prepare to fire on my mark.
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$Self: Subway?
PED_Prin says:
#XO: Good...I need a break.... I’ve been on my feet for about 5 hours...::Leans back in the chair trying to breathe deeply.......still in pain::
OPS_Chamberlain says:
@::Arrives on the Bridge:: CO: Captain, Alex Chamberlain reporting for duty.

EO_Toms says:
CTO: Aye ma’am:: accompanies the TO::
PG_CNS_Richardson says:
#::scootches over some more to make a seat for the MO, and finds herself tightly wedged between the MO and the Ops officer::
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$::finds a subway entrance and enters::
CMO_Daetalus says:
::checks remaining supplies::
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
%::Reaches the top of the rubble pile and pulls herself up through the hole.  Sees the destruction and pieces of dead bodies coming from beneath the cave in::
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$::follows behind ::
EO_Toms says:
:: starts scanning ::
Host CO_Zax says:
@<SO Soliloquy>: Scanning now, Sir.
TO_Lavan says:
::hits pay dirt within moments in the room::  CTO:  ::yelling from the other room::  Sir!  I've found a copy of the software!
CTO_Kyrron says:
CMO:  How's the shoulder, Doctor?
Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: 5:29 - The CSO nearly falls off a fallen in stairwell ... a large chasm is below him ... he sees darkness and cement, nothing else.
CEO_Smith says:
@::Arrives a moment later:: CO: CEO Smith reporting for duty sir.
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#::finds the bumpy land vehicle unbearable and undignified::
FCO_Rofax says:
~~~ TO: We have taken out the launch system and replacement facilities.  The Pen is working on the remaining satellites in orbit. ~~~
TO_Lavan says:
:;pulls the unit from a container, and moves back to the control room::
Host CO_Zax says:
@::looks around::
XO_Bafii says:
# Ped: Enjoy your break, I am going to go look for McCloud - I haven't seen him. 
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$::stops:: PG_FCO: I guess this is not the way.
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$CSO: I think another entrance perhaps.
PED_Prin says:
XO: Understood, Sir...
CTO_Kyrron says:
TO Lavan:  Good work.  Now what?
Host CO_Zax says:
@All: Welcome back, Gentlemen.
FCO_Rofax says:
::heads for TO Lavan and the noise from the other room::
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
%::Walks around the subway station, looking for a brochure with a map of the city so she can get her bearings::
CEO_Smith says:
@CO: Thank you, sir.
TO_Jeff says:
~~~ FCO: Ok ~~~
XO_Bafii says:
# :: leaves the triage area and starts looking for his other team member - looks for a mustard SF uniform ::
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$::Grabs his bike :: CSO : we head east till we pass her and come back ?
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$PG_FCO: Actually, I think this is only a one-meter jump, at most.  Follow me.
Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: 5:30 - The CTO finds a map of the city ... she's at the eastern-most part of the City.
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#::calls up front to the driver::  Driver: Is it much farther?
TO_Lavan says:
CTO: I am setting up a link with my tricorder.  ::tapping away::  ::tricorder beeps back agreeably::  I should be able to give you an idea shortly.
Host CO_Zax says:
@CNS: Prepare for evasive maneuvers.
CEO_Smith says:
@::takes his seat at the engineering console::
OPS_Chamberlain says:
@::Nods at this Captain then relieves the person at OPS::
EO_Toms says:
CTO: Suggestion ma'am? Myself and the TO should go over the software and extract the code??
Host AGM_Selan says:
<Truck Driver> # PG OPS: We have to get across a bridge into that part of the city.
CNS_Vander says:
@~~~Rofax: We're preparing to fire at the satellites~~
CMO_Daetalus says:
::feels his arm:: CTO: Its ok I will be better- when we get back to the ship.
XO_Bafii says:
# :: spots the Ensign sitting on some rubble, deep in thought - he makes his way over to him ::
TO_Lavan says:
CTO:  I would appreciate his help.
Host CO_Zax says:
@<TO Tomahawk>:: Ready, Sir.
CTO_Kyrron says:
EO:  Yes, please do.  And quickly, gentlemen.
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$::drops the bike again and follows the CSO ::
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$::jumps down and follows Ryan's signal::
CTO_Kyrron says:
::grins at the CMO::  CMO:  I know the feeling.
Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: 5:30 - The CTO hears a thud, and behind her the CSO has jumped down onto the Rubble.
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
%::Finds a brochure with a map and opens it up.  Looks at the map and finds she is at the eastern part of the city.  Thinks:  Okay, I need to turn south.  Maybe I can get the to military base and find the CO.  Walks out of the station::
Host CO_Zax says:
@TO: Target the closest satellite.
FCO_Rofax says:
~~~ CNS: Understood, we have just located a map of the city and software to the complex's CPU.  I will update you as we get more information. ~~~
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$::jumps down and nearly twists something as he landed on some rubble the wrong way ::
PG_CNS_Richardson says:
#::hums a nameless tune, as she listens to Owens' exchange with the driver::
XO_Bafii says:
# TO_Jeff: Ensign, are you okay?
CMO_Daetalus says:
::Grins-back::
TO_Lavan says:
::moves a bit to the side so the EO can read the screen::
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
%::Turns at the sound, grabs her phaser and spins around::
EO_Toms says:
:: moves over the to the TO, starts to look through the code and set up an algorithm to decipher::
Host CO_Zax says:
@TO: Fire!
PED_Prin says:
#::Exhales forcefully...really in pain...considers using a pain med....then decides against it...pushes herself up off the chair.... hoping that movement will help the pain subside::
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$::looks around:: PG_CTO: Sarina?
OPS_Chamberlain says:
@::Redirects power to shields::
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#::turns to the CNS and the MO::  CNS/MO:  What we would do with one of the Greene's shuttles right now....
FCO_Rofax says:
CTO:  Lt, the Pendragon has begun to engage the satellites.
TO_Lavan says:
::points at the screen::  EO:  Aren't those the software update transfer protocols?
CTO_Kyrron says:
FCO:  Thank you.  Keep me posted.
Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: 5:31 - The Pendragon opens fire on a satellite ... after extensive phaser fire, it explodes. Immediately, twelve missiles are fired from multiple satellites at the Excelsior Class Starship.
FCO_Rofax says:
::nods::
Host CO_Zax says:
@::curses under her breath::
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
%PG_CSO: Raal?  PG_FCO: Baptiste?  ::Holsters her phaser and raises the shield on her helmet::
TO_Jeff says:
# XO: I'm exhausted
Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: 5:33 - The ship rocks violently.
Host CO_Zax says:
<@>
PG_CNS_Richardson says:
#::grins:: PG_OPS: I'd settle for my nice soft office chair, actually ::frowns as she bounces slightly on the hard bench, as it hits another bump::
EO_Toms says:
:: looks at screen:: TO: Seems so... :: starts tapping ajustments to algorithm::
Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: 5:33 - Forward shields drop to 78% ... port shields hold at 89%.
CTO_Kyrron says:
FCO:  Are you aware of any from the other away team?
OPS_Chamberlain says:
@::Redirects power to SIF and Shields::
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$CTO : How are you ?
CEO_Smith says:
@::grabs console to keep his seat::
Host CO_Zax says:
@CNS: Evasive pattern delta -seven-omega!
Host CO_Zax says:
@OPS: Shields?
FCO_Rofax says:
CTO:  I have contacted TO McCloud, but I believe he is alone...
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$::slowly gets a look at the facial injuries ::
TO_Lavan says:
::a bit envious of the way the EO's fingers glide over the tricorder controls so easily::
Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: 5:34 - The Paula Greene moves forward to possibly render assistance.
XO_Bafii says:
# TO: Hang in there.  If we just knew what was going on with the other team we might know how much longer we were gonna be alone down here
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
$PG_FCO: Singed, but okay.  How are you?
CEO_Smith says:
@CO: I'll be in engineering, sir.
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$::sees Ryan's face:: PG_CTO: Who did that to you?
Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: 5:34 - The PG CTO looks like a mess to her crewmates ... horrible black burn marks are on her face, and a bruise or two.
CMO_Daetalus says:
::is feeling a slight pain in his shoulder:: CTO: What do you have?
CNS_Vander says:
@CO: Engaging evasive pattern Delta. ::His fingers work furiously::
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#::thinks the hard bench isn't really that hard underneath him with all his padding::
Host CO_Zax says:
@CEO: Damage report?
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$CTO: Those are nasty burns, I think I have some stuff in here ::shrugs off the backpack and begins looking inside ::
Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: 5:35 - The Pendragon comes about, initiating an evasive maneuver that causes the next barrage of three missiles to miss.
FCO_Rofax says:
~~~ TO: Have you been separated from the AT?~~~
EO_Toms says:
::notices some code that comes out:: TO: Hey this could be upload frequencies, take a look :: shows TO::
OPS_Chamberlain says:
@::Reads the damage reports as they come in::
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$CTO: Let me spray this on you, it may sting a bit.
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#::yells back at the driver::  Driver: How much farther?
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
$PG_CSO: Some freak that kidnapped me.  I was in the shadows covering the Captain with my rifle.  Got knocked unconscious from behind and taken to God knows where.  Tied me up and burned my face and stomach.  You should see him now.
CEO_Smith says:
@::stops and turns to console:: CO: Forward shields at 78% and port shields at 89%.
PED_Prin says:
#::Returns to work......the next person she sees has a lasceration and compound fracture....sets the break::
Host AGM_Selan says:
<Lt. G'rhia> ! COM: Pendragon: Pendragon, we suggest that you pull out of weapons range. What are you trying to do?
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#::feeling like he did as a youngster in his parents hover vehicle::
CTO_Kyrron says:
EO/TO Lavan:  Could we reprogram a few and send them after the other satellites?
TO_Jeff says:
~~~ FCO: I was, but now I'm taking to the XO ~~~
TO_Lavan says:
::nods::  EO: Is there anyway we can send that to the ship?
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$PG_CTO: Where is he now?
CEO_Smith says:
@SELF: Perhaps I should stay. ::retakes his seat::
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$::Sprays the antiseptic/anesthetic onto the burned areas of her face ::
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
$PG_FCO: Proceed, Lt.  ::Tilts her head and allows him to spray stuff on her burns::
PG_CNS_Richardson says:
#:;grabs hold of a roll bar overhead, as the truck hits another bump::
Host CO_Zax says:
@::makes a face at the COMM::
FCO_Rofax says:
CTO: TO McCloud has just made contact with Cmdr Bafii.
EO_Toms says:
CTO: Might be possible ma'am.... give me and the TO some time
FCO_Rofax says:
<TO>
OPS_Chamberlain says:
@CO: I am diverting Aux. Power to reinforce the Shields.
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
$PG_CSO: Dead, I hope.  I beat the life out of him.
Host CO_Zax says:
@CNS: Take us out of range, Ensign.
Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: 5:36 - Two more missiles slam the Pendragon ... the ship rocks more.
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$CTO: And now this ::sprays on some neoplast on the face to act as a bandage ::
OPS_Chamberlain says:
@::Diverts Aux. Power to Shields::
Host CO_Zax says:
@CEO: Estimated repair time?
CEO_Smith says:
@::reroutes auxiliary power to the forward and port shield generators::
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$PG_CTO: Remind me to stay on your good side.
EO_Toms says:
TO: Its quite long, it would take some heavy work from the FCO, and if he got anything wrong then it would be no use..
CNS_Vander says:
@CO: Engaging new course out of targeting range, Captain. ::Repositions the ship::
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$CTO: You said you had a burn elsewhere?
CTO_Kyrron says:
FCO:  Use him to fill Bafii in on our status.
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
$::Cringes from the sting but it doesn't hurt as bad as the burns did::  PG_FCO: Thanks, Lt.
FCO_Rofax says:
CTO: Aye Lt
CEO_Smith says:
@CO: An hour or two, sir.
Host CO_Zax says:
@CNS: Let the CTO know her plan failed.
PED_Prin says:
#::Gets out her dermal regenerator....and begins closing the wound::
TO_Lavan says:
EO:  Can we set up a transmission signal using light, or some other radiation that the FCO can tell them to look for and send it that way?
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$::scans the tunnel for a way out::
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#::looks out the back door of the truck to the sky... notices some faint flashing up there::
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
%PG_FCO: Yes, on my stomach.  But that can wait.  We must get to the Military base.  You don’t' have a vehicle do you?  ::Looks on hopefully::
Host CO_Zax says:
@::raises a brow:: CEO: You have 45 minutes, Ensign.
FCO_Rofax says:
~~~ TO: Relay our status to the Cmdr.  I have also made contact with the Pen, CNS Vander has begun taking out the satellites.~~~
PG_CNS_Richardson says:
#:;still humming aimlessly::
CEO_Smith says:
@CO: Aye, sir.
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$CTO: We found a pair of Mountain bikes
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#PG_CNS/MO:  Something is happening in orbit I think.  ::continues to look up::
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$PG_CTO: We got here on bicycles.
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
$PG_FCO/CSO: Bicycles?  What are bicycles?  Do they have engines?
EO_Toms says:
TO: As far as I know the distortion round the planet will interfere with that... I guess we could try :: shrugs continues to look at data, has idea:: TO: Could we use the upload frequency to use the Satellites net to talk to people???
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$CTO: Yes, the human body.
XO_Bafii says:
# :: notices that the TO seems to be lost in thought again ::
PG_CNS_Richardson says:
#::moves toward the back of the truck, to look out the tailgate toward whatever the PG_Ops has spotted in the sky:: PG_OPS: What is it?
CEO_Smith says:
@*Repair Teams*: Report to Deck 5.
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$PG_CTO: Two-wheeled vehicles powered by muscles via pedals.
TO_Jeff says:
# XO: Sorry, talking to the FCO
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
$PG_FCO: Human body with engines?  ::Raises an eyebrow::
CNS_Vander says:
@~~~FCO: Captain Zax says to notify the CTO that the plan failed~~~
TO_Lavan says:
EO:  ::looking around at the destroyed panels::  Not from here I don't think.
CTO_Kyrron says:
::watches the EO and TO Lavan working away diligently::
CEO_Smith says:
@<Repair Team>: Aye sir.
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$CSO: Rig a sling between perhaps?
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#PG_CNS: I don't know for sure... but if I were to guess, I'd say something else is being shot at by the defense system.
Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: 5:42 - The PG Triage Team's Truck arrives at the Tech. End Building ... the remains of the Paula Greene shuttle litter the ground. Troops pour out and rush into the building.
CMO_Daetalus says:
::is watching everyone do their Tactical thing::
PED_Prin says:
#::Takes her time....seeing an exposed vein still bleeding::
FCO_Rofax says:
CTO:  The satellites are still too strong; the Pen cannot destroy them without serious damage to herself.
XO_Bafii says:
# :: startled :: TO: The FCO... how?  :: remembers :: That's right  - you are telepathic!  Ensign, you should have reminded me of that fact... what is their status?
CTO_Kyrron says:
FCO:  Damn...
Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: 5:43 - Through the smoke and dust in the air, some can see the sunlight of morning breaking through.
TO_Jeff says:
# XO: Ok..
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
$PG_FCO/PG_CSO: Whatever.  Let's get going!  We must find the satillite control computer and the Captain!
CTO_Kyrron says:
EO/Lavan:  how's it coming?
CEO_Smith says:
@CO: I have two repair teams on it now.
EO_Toms says:
:: smiles:: TO: True, but if we can get to some other controls then it would be worth a shot.. Ill tell the CTO.
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#::climbs out of the truck noticing the wrecked shuttle::  PG_CNS: My god!!.....
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$PG_FCO: Sling for what?
Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: 5:49 - Captain Vakol converses with Sub-Commander Neilo while the Pendragon crew at the Complex work.
CTO_Kyrron says:
::looks at the CMO and wonders if they should perhaps just move the medical team into the city::
TO_Jeff says:
~~~ FCO: The XO needs your status ~~~
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$::Crouches down below the ledge of the stairway remains :: CTO: Use me as a ladder up
Host CO_Zax says:
@<TO Tomahawk>CO: Sir! I'm detecting a ship just entering the system.
PG_CNS_Richardson says:
#::exits the back of the truck, still looking skyward:: PG_OPS: Likely.... ::her voice trails off, not sounding entirely convinced::
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
$PG_CSO/FCO: Where did your captors take you?
TO_Lavan says:
::nods and completes the transfer of the program from the unit to his tricorder memory, getting ready for travel::
CNS_Vander says:
@::Turns to the Captain:: CO: Captain, now that we know those satellites have missiles inside them, perhaps we can set them off inside the satellites through a frequency or empty shockwave?
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$PG_CTO: We'll debrief you in a minute.  Let's get outta here.
Host CO_Zax says:
@::swivels around:: TO: Identification?
PG_CNS_Richardson says:
#::sees the troops running into the building:: PG_OPS: I suppose we should follow them?
PED_Prin says:
#::Repairing the leaking vein....then again continues working on the laceration::
OPS_Chamberlain says:
@::Swings around to his console::
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#PG_CNS: I'd say that's what happened to them.  ::points at the PG_ shuttle wreck::
EO_Toms says:
CTO: Not to bad ma'am.. we’ve got several bits of good info, including the upload frequency of the satellites. I think that we might be able to use it to tap into the satellite COMM net to communicate with people.
Host CO_Zax says:
@::nods at the CEO::
FCO_Rofax says:
~~~ TO/XO: We are in the basement of the manufacturing complex.  Launch and replacement CPU's have been disabled.  No more satellites will be launched.  The Pen tried to disable the remaining satellites, but they are still too strong.~~~
CTO_Kyrron says:
EO:  Can you do it from here?
PG_CNS_Richardson says:
#::nods:: PG_OPS: Makes sense. Shameful waste...
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$::waits for the CTO ::
Host CO_Zax says:
@<TO Tomahawk>: A Ferengi Marauder, Sir.
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#::notices the running troops and regrets the action he has to now take::  PG_CNS: I guess we should  ::begins running after them::
CEO_Smith says:
@::reroutes power to the Forward and Port shields::
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$PG_FCO/CTO: Baptiste, you lift Sarina up first, then me.  We'll then pull you up.
Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: 5:50 - A Ferengi Marauder is visible on the Pendragon's viewscreen coming out of warp, and maneuvering to come up along side the Paula Greene and the Pendragon.
TO_Jeff says:
# XO: Did you hear him?
Host CO_Zax says:
@OPS: Hail them.
EO_Toms says:
CTO: No ma'am, there’s too much damage. Would be better to get to somewhere less busted up..
CTO_Kyrron says:
::notices Rofax concentrating and assumes he is still in contact with Jeff::
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$::nods to the CSO ::
CEO_Smith says:
@::checks power level on shields::
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
$::Looks up at the hole in the ceiling then climbs to the top of the rubble::
PG_CNS_Richardson says:
#:: slightly amused, she follows along into the building, the MO trailing along with her::
OPS_Chamberlain says:
@CO: Aye::Opens hailing Frequencies::
EO_Toms says:
:: feels a bit better now that has a job that is right down his alley::
XO_Bafii says:
#TO: No, I'm not completely telepathic
Host CO_Zax says:
@TO: Scan the marauder.
CTO_Kyrron says:
FCO/CMO/EO/TO Lavage:  Prepare to move out.  Let's go back to the surface.
PED_Prin says:
#::Finishes closing the wound::
PG_CNS_Richardson says:
#::calls out:: PG_OPS: Be careful; we don't know how sound the building is
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$::follows PG_CTO::
FCO_Rofax says:
CTO: I have attempted to contact Cmdr Bafii as well.  They have been appraised of our and the Pen's situations.
TO_Jeff says:
# XO: Hmm... Usually it's possible to hear even if you're not telepathic, you just can't talk back.
Host CO_Zax says:
<TO Tomahawk> ::initiates scans::
TO_Lavan says:
::holsters his tricorder and pulls out his phaser, keeping it low, moving to follow the CTO::
CMO_Daetalus says:
::begins-packing-up-the-supplies-taking-care-to-get-the-vvaste-products::
CTO_Kyrron says:
FCO:  Does Bafii have any orders for us?
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#::still running he looks over his shoulder at the CNS::  PG_CNS: Don't worry... I know what I'm doing!   ::trips over some debris::
Host Daimon_Gloorg says:
% COM: Pendragon: Greeetings ... ::A Ferengi who obviously has the worst teeth in the universe appears on the viewscreen::
EO_Toms says:
CTO: Aye ma'am :: gathers gear together, thinking about how to do what he has proposed::
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
$::Looks at Raal::  PG_CSO: Give me a leg up, Lt.
CTO_Kyrron says:
::heads back up the stairs slowly::
FCO_Rofax says:
~~~ TO: Any orders for us from the Cmdr? ~~~
CEO_Smith says:
@SELF: This is not good. *Repair Teams*: Report.
CTO_Kyrron says:
EO:  Anything on our shuttle that might help?
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$::helps Ryan::
Host CO_Zax says:
@::hears the COMM:: OPS: On screen.
CNS_Vander says:
@::Watches the view screen silently::
XO_Bafii says:
# TO: I generally keep mental shields up. It’s a long story...ask their present location find out if we can rendezvous.
Host Daimon_Gloorg says:
ACTION: 5:53 - Captain Vakol and the Gothraic Military Team accompany the Pendragon crew up and out of the Military Complex.
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
$::Steadies herself on Raal's shoulder then lifts her bent leg for him to hold::
TO_Jeff says:
# XO: Do you have orders for them?
CMO_Daetalus says:
All: Please make sure to collect all of your waste materials.
PG_CNS_Richardson says:
#:;catches up to the Ops officer, and stops as he stumbles:: PG_OPS; Need a hand up? Those Nazis have left traps everywhere  ::grins and offers her hand::
EO_Toms says:
CTO: If its on the way then we might be able to use some of the equipment there...
OPS_Chamberlain says:
@CO: aye, ::Puts the Ferengi on the Screen::
XO_Bafii says:
# :: lowers his mental shields to see if he can hear anything ::
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#::embarrassed, he picks himself up and dusts himself off continuing into the building::
CEO_Smith says:
@<Repair Teams>*CEO*: Sir, we've got a lot of damage down here.
PED_Prin says:
#::Watches that patient get up and walk out after stating their thanks.....then watches the next one be carried in::
CTO_Kyrron says:
::tries to not look at all the bodies they pass along the way::
Host CO_Zax says:
@COMM: Toothy: I am Captain Zax of the USS Pendragon. You are?
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$PG_FCO: OK, now boost me.
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
<Edit out PG CTO's last comment>
TO_Jeff says:
~~~ FCO: Contact him again ~~~
Host Daimon_Gloorg says:
% COM: Pendragon: Daimon Gloorg of the Ferengi Alliance.
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#::takes the CNS's hand and glares slightly at her for his earlier head injury induced illusions::
CEO_Smith says:
@*Repair Teams*: Understood, I'm on my way.
PG_CNS_Richardson says:
#::follows along, keeping an eye out to make sure that the MO is keeping up ok:: PG_OPS: Which way did they go??
CMO_Daetalus says:
::Begins-follovving-the-CTO-noticeing-all-the-needless-destruction::
Host CO_Zax says:
@Comm: Glorg: Your business in this sector, Daimon?
CEO_Smith says:
@::enters TL:: TL: Deck 5
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$::slowly rises lifting the CTO upwards to the ledge that was the stairway ::
FCO_Rofax says:
~~~ XO: Cmdr Bafii, any orders for our team, sir.  We are currently headed for the surface. ~~~
EO_Toms says:
:: cant help but notice all of the dead bodies::
Host Daimon_Gloorg says:
ACTION: 5:55 - The PG CTO's group easily gets out onto the stairwell.
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#::stops at a hallway intersection looking all four ways::  PG_CNS: I have no idea.
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
$::Grabs onto the ledge and pulls herself out::
CTO_Kyrron says:
::steps outside at last::
XO_Bafii says:
# TO: Ask the FCO what the CTO's destination is
OPS_Chamberlain says:
@::Checks Ship Registry with Starfleet::
Host CO_Zax says:
@::motions for the CNS to evaluate the Ferengi::
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$::Crouches back down to lift the CSO ::
Host Daimon_Gloorg says:
<Soldier> # ::Rushes up to OPS & CNS catching his breath:: Both: The computer is gone.
FCO_Rofax says:
::follows the group, concentrating on maintaining his link::
CEO_Smith says:
@::exits TL and heads for the control room::
PG_CNS_Richardson says:
#:;frowns:: PG_OPS: Well, this is silly; they couldn't just disappear... ::stops as the soldier comes running up:: Gone? What do you mean, gone?
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
$::Turns and waits for Raal to come up to the hole, getting ready to pull him up and out::
TO_Jeff says:
~~~ FCO: What is the CTO's location ~~~
PED_Prin says:
#::Wonders if it ever ends....rubs the baby as it kicks her.....then settles into a more comfortable position::
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$::climbs up to the stairs::
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#Soldier: Gone??  ::looks at the CNS::  Soldier: Now what?
CNS_Vander says:
@::Turns to the Captain, his voice low:: Captain, my telepathic powers are useless against Ferengi...
CEO_Smith says:
@::enters control room:: Repair Team: What seems to be the problem?
CMO_Daetalus says:
::steps outside and breaths a breath of fresh air apart from the chemical reactants used and deposited by the –multiple explosions::
Host Daimon_Gloorg says:
<Soldier> # ::Shakes his head:: PG-OPS: We'll have to head to the Military Base.
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$::navigates the stairs to the exit::
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
$::Pulls the CSO up::
Host CO_Zax says:
@::motions for the OPS to cut the sound briefly::
FCO_Rofax says:
~~~ TO: We have just cleared the control building, we are on the military base, surface level.~~~
CTO_Kyrron says:
::looks back at Neilo::
PG_CNS_Richardson says:
#Soldier: How can it be gone? This couldn't have been a small piece of equipment.... ... ::stops mid-sentence:: Soldier: What is at the base?
OPS_Chamberlain says:
@CO: Muted ::Mutes sound::
Host Daimon_Gloorg says:
@ COM: Pendragon: Why ... we're here to help of course! We have heard of the plight of the Gothraic.
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#::sighs::  Soldier:  You people have to find a better mode of transport.  ::turns and begins walking back the way they came::
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
$::Looks down at the PG FCO:: Baptiste, come on!  Holds her hand down thru the hole.
EO_Toms says:
:: breaths deeply of the unfettered air::
TO_Jeff says:
XO: They have just cleared the control building; they are on the military base, surface level.
Host CO_Zax says:
@CNS: I'm assuming you are trained in ways that telepathy is not needed?
CMO_Daetalus says:
::is near the CTO watching::
CTO_Kyrron says:
Neilo:  Do you have the Gothriac transmission frequencies?
CEO_Smith says:
@<Repair Team>CEO: Sir, some of the EPS conduits have been fried.
Host Daimon_Gloorg says:
<Soldier> # PG-CNS: A backup computer.
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$::jumps and tries to grab the edge of the  ledge::
Host CO_Zax says:
@::nods at OPS::
XO_Bafii says:
# TO: Have the FCO ask the CTO what her next course of action is
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#::stops hearing the CNS talking and turns to listen for the answer::
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
$::Grabs the PG FCO's arm and pulls him up::
Host Daimon_Gloorg says:
<Sub-Commander Neilo> CTO: Yes. ::Unhooks his radio, and tosses it to the CTO:: All frequencies planet-wide can be accessed via that.
PG_CNS_Richardson says:
#::whispers:: PG_OPS: This strikes me as suspicious, this couldn't have been a small piece of equipment...
Host CO_Zax says:
COMM:Gloorg: For a price, I'm assuming?
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$::helps PG_CTO with the FCO::
CNS_Vander says:
@CO: Of course, but just from viewing the man I can pick up little as to his true purpose here. 
CEO_Smith says:
@Repair Team: I see. Computer: Reroute power to these generators.
CTO_Kyrron says:
::heads back towards the shuttle::
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$::Kicks against the  stone and pushes up with his feet ::
Host Daimon_Gloorg says:
@ COM: Pendragon: CAPTAIN ... you wound me.
PG_CNS_Richardson says:
#::considers:: Soldier: How far to this base?
CMO_Daetalus says:
::does not trust this Neilo but watches the CTO work::
EO_Toms says:
:: heads to shuttle::
Host Daimon_Gloorg says:
<Soldier> # PG-CNS: Several miles South...
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$PG_CTO/FCO: Let's get to street level.
CTO_Kyrron says:
Neilo:  Thank you.
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$::Flops up on the steps :: CTO: Thanks
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
$PG_FCO: Hmmm..... you put on a few, Lt.
TO_Jeff says:
~~~ FCO: Ask the CTO what her next course of action is and then tell the XO ~~~
Host CO_Zax says:
@COMM: Gloorg: I'm sure. In what way can you be of assistance, Daimon?
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#::whispers:: PG_CNS: At their level of technology I find that unlikely too Counselor.  What do you suggest?
CEO_Smith says:
@*OPS*: How are the shields now?
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
$PG_FCO/CSO: Let's get going!
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$::climbs up to the exit::
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
@CTO: I come from a Heavy Planet, Dense bones.
CMO_Daetalus says:
::follows the CTO::
OPS_Chamberlain says:
@*CEO*: Climbing slowly.
CTO_Kyrron says:
::heads back across the bridge hoping the team is following::
PED_Prin says:
#::Someone comes to relieve her......she takes a deep breath and waddles out of the triage tent.......to look up at the ceiling::
PG_CNS_Richardson says:
#::shrugs slightly:: PG_OPS: Not sure... Let's at least look at where this computer was, eh?
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$::emerges from the subway entrance and secures the two bicycles::
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
$PG_FCO: Indeed, Lt.  ::Follows Raal to the exit::
TO_Lavan says:
::having taken the rear position keeps watch on their back trail::
Host CO_Zax says:
@<SO Soliloquy> Sir! Our scans are working, Sir!
CMO_Daetalus says:
::steps onto the bridge::CTO:Where are we going?
Host CO_Zax says:
@::Turns around quickly::
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$::exits into the light of day ::
Host Daimon_Gloorg says:
@ COM: Pendragon: Why supplies, of course, Captain.
CTO_Kyrron says:
EO/ TO Lavan:  Use these codes to try and transmit the information to the Pendragon.  ::passes the radio to the EO::
CEO_Smith says:
@Computer: Reroute auxiliary power to shield generators.
FCO_Rofax says:
~~~ TO/XO: She has just secured the planet wide transmission frequencies.  I believe she can use it to sabotage the satellite by turning them on themselves.~~~
Host CO_Zax says:
@All: What about transporters?
CTO_Kyrron says:
CMO:  Back to the shuttle.
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#::nods and begins heading in the direction the soldier came from::
EO_Toms says:
::remembers bridge, and EO Adams::
PG_CNS_Richardson says:
#Soldier: Show us where this computer is.. er, was.
XO_Bafii says:
# TO: Tell them to keep me apprised, and let us know if we can do anything.
CEO_Smith says:
@*OPS*: How is that?
Host Daimon_Gloorg says:
ACTION: 6:01 - Suddenly, all over Raenia City, all the comm. badges of the Starfleet crews chirp to life.
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
$::Exits with the PG FCO/CSO into the street::
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$PG_FCO/CTO: Our only problem is how can three people ride two bikes.
Host CO_Zax says:
@COMM: Gloorg: What kind of supplies, Gloorg?
PED_Prin says:
::Rummages in her sack and pulls out a ration she packed......finding a place to sit::
Host Daimon_Gloorg says:
@ ::Smiles toothily:: COM: Pendragon: Whatever supplies you want.
TO_Jeff says:
# SELF: ack!
Host CO_Zax says:
@OPS: Get a lock on our crew!
CMO_Daetalus says:
CTO: Ok. ::remembers about the small medical bay on the shuttle.::
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$::looks about ::  CSO: If we tie those  rods to both bikes we could make a cradle fro her to ride in
OPS_Chamberlain says:
@*CEO*: Rising.
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
$PG_FCO/CSO: I can't operate one, so you guys take the errrrr.... bicycles?  I have a map and I will jog along side.
TO_Jeff says:
::tries franticly to turn off his badge::
FCO_Rofax says:
::hears the comm badge chirp::
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#::arrives at the area that houses the computer system::
CTO_Kyrron says:
::is startled by the sound::
TO_Lavan says:
::defers to the EO and keeps watch::
Host CO_Zax says:
@OPS: Get Commander Bafii on the COMM now!
FCO_Rofax says:
*CNS*: This is Ens Rofax, do you hear me?
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$PG_CTO: I think you can sit on the seat of my bike while I pedal.
PED_Prin says:
#::Looks around for a familiar face....::
XO_Bafii says:
# *CTO* Bafii to Kyrron - you copy?
CEO_Smith says:
@Repair Team: Good work people.
CTO_Kyrron says:
COMM:  Pendragon:  Team Alpha reporting in.
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
$PG_CSO: We could try, I suppose.
CMO_Daetalus says:
::nearly drops his bag at the sound::
OPS_Chamberlain says:
@CO: Yes, Sir.
PG_CNS_Richardson says:
#Enters the room which housed the computer, and looks around::
CEO_Smith says:
@::heads for the bridge::
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$::smiles and shakes his head ::
OPS_Chamberlain says:
@COMM: XO:Report!
CTO_Kyrron says:
*XO*:  Here, Sir.
CNS_Vander says:
@~~~FCO: I hear you~~~
Host CO_Zax says:
@COMM: Kyrron: Good to hear your voice, Lt. Status of your team?
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$::mounts bike, waits for Ryan to sit on seat::
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$::mounts bike ::
Host Daimon_Gloorg says:
ACTION: 6:05 - Suddenly, a weapon is pointed to the PG CNS' head. There is a large click ... her comm badge is taken away, and tossed.
PED_Prin says:
#::Finishes her ration....wanting another....and drinking as much as she can::
CTO_Kyrron says:
COMM:  CO:  we are returning to our shuttle.  Now much more we can do from here.
XO_Bafii says:
# COMM: CO: All members of the team are safe at this time - satellite control mechanism was stolen by a rebel group - Lt Kyrron's team has been successful
Host Daimon_Gloorg says:
ACTION: 6:06 - A voice speaks to the PG CNS, "Don't move."
PG_CNS_Richardson says:
#::freezes in her tracks::
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
$::Climbs clumsily onto the seat::
CTO_Kyrron says:
::gestures toward the EO::  EO:  Can you transmit that information?
FCO_Rofax says:
COMM: CNS:  We are headed for the shuttle.  Lt Kyrron has secured the transmission frequencies for the planetary COMM system.
Host CO_Zax says:
@COMM: Tria: Understood. We're going to try a test transport. .
CMO_Daetalus says:
::heads on towards the shuttle::
TO_Jeff says:
*PED*: Are you still busy?
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#::wonders how he sneaked in without being noticed by the voice and decides to hide in the shadows::
PG_CSO_Raal says:
$::starts pedaling::
Host Daimon_Gloorg says:
ACTION: 6:06 - Suddenly, all Paula Greene crewmembers, except for the CNS whose comm-badge is beamed up, find themselves on the Paula Greene.
XO_Bafii says:
# *CTO* Kyrron - how did you get communications back?
Host CO_Zax says:
@COMM:Bafii: Your status? Have you located the PG team as of yet?
PED_Prin says:
#*TO*: No....do you need me?
CEO_Smith says:
@::enters the bridge, and takes his seat::
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
$::Starts Pedaling also :: CTO : Which way from here , do you know ?
CTO_Kyrron says:
*XO* It wasn't us, Sir.  I thought it was you.
EO_Toms says:
CTO: Give me a few seconds and Ill get an uplink:: starts to fiddle with the tricorder::
Host Daimon_Gloorg says:
ACTION: 6:06 - Medical Teams rush up and overwhelm the Paula Greene crew as they try to help them.
Host CO_Zax says:
@::looks at the OPS:

PG_CNS_Richardson says:
#::frowns:: <unknown figure>: ummm, who are you and why are you holding a gun to my head? ::hands raised slowly to show she's not armed::
Host Daimon_Gloorg says:
ACTION: 6:06 - On the surface, two bicycles clatter around...
Host CO_Zax says:
@::bring up one of our dead, Lt::
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
$::Materializes in the TR of the PG, quickly getting to her feet and stepping off the transporter pad::
XO_Bafii says:
# COMM: CO: Part of the PG team, yes Captain.  They were here at the hospital area when we arrived - they left on a separate relief mission - I haven't had any contact - but with communications back I will see what I can find out
OPS_Chamberlain says:
@CO: Aye. ::Activates transporters::
TO_Jeff says:
*PED*: No, just checking to see if you were alive after all the work you did.
CTO_Kyrron says:
::reaches the shuttle at long last::
Host CO_Zax says:
@OPS: Status?
PG_OPS_Owens says:
#::carefully moves around the edges of the room trying to stay in the shadows and pinpoint the source of the voice talking to the counselor::
Host Daimon_Gloorg says:
ACTION: 6:07 - Something is injected into the CNS, and she falls asleep. The last thing she sees as she falls into the arms of the attacker is her face.
XO_Bafii says:
# *CTO* I'm not sure I like this then... but it is good to hear your voice.
EO_Toms says:
CTO: Ready to transmit ma'am
PG_CSO_Raal says:
#PG_CTO: What happened?  We're back on the Paula Greene.
CMO_Daetalus says:
::follows the CTO into the shuttle::
XO_Bafii says:
#*PG_CNS*: Counselor - respond please.
FCO_Rofax says:
::enters the shuttle and takes the helm::
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
#::Rushes out of the TR down the corridor to the TL and enters::  Bridge!
CTO_Kyrron says:
EO:  Go ahead.
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
#::picks himself up from where he fell::
PED_Prin says:
#*TO*: Alive, Yes...Thank you for your concern...
PG_CNS_Richardson says:
#::struggles....... to........ Fails... falls asleep::
PG_CSO_Raal says:
#::follows PG_CTO to bridge::
FCO_Rofax says:
::initiates power up sequence::
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
#::rushes to the TL to find it busy ::
Host CO_Zax says:
@OPS: Beam them up.
XO_Bafii says:
# COMM: CO: Captain, I cannot raise the Counselor from the PG - can you pick up her comm badge?
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
#::Exits the TL onto the PG Bridge and rushes to the tactical station, shoving the TAC officer to one side::
TO_Jeff says:
# XO: Where was the CNS?
XO_Bafii says:
# TO: She left on a mission of some sorts - I didn't catch the particulars
OPS_Chamberlain says:
@CO: Locking on to the AT. ::Activates Transporters::
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
#Officer on Duty: Status, please!
PG_CSO_Raal says:
#::goes to the science station::
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
#::waits impatiently and jumps in the turbo lift as the door open :: TL : Bridge
Host CO_Zax says:
@COMM: XO: Negative. We're reading her as being aboard the PG. They were all transported up, weren't they?
FCO_Rofax says:
::sees a swirl of light around him and finds himself back on the Pen along with the AT::
TO_Jeff says:
*Any PG crew*: Can anyone tell me where your CNS is/was?
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
#::Un-slings the rifle and takes off the helmet dropping them under the tac console::
Host Daimon_Gloorg says:
ACTION: 6:10 - All Pendragon crew are beamed up to their ship.
CEO_Smith says:
@::Scans the PG::
CTO_Kyrron says:
::finds herself on a transport pad on the Pendragon::
TO_Jeff says:
Self: Huh ?
XO_Bafii says:
:: materializes on the Pendragon - sees the teams are safe and heads for the bridge ::
PG_CSO_Raal says:
#::checks the transporter logs::
TO_Lavan says:
::does the Hustle of Joy::
PED_Prin says:
#::Her head begins to nod....she's tired.......sleep begins to overtake her::
CTO_Kyrron says:
::quickly leaves the room::
CTO_Kyrron says:
::finds a washroom and ducks inside::
FCO_Rofax says:
::immediately heads for the bridge::
XO_Bafii says:
*CO* If that were true, the CNS should have responded to me...
EO_Toms says:
:: looks up from tricorder:: Self: well I can just take it there now then cant I.
PG_CTO_Ryan says:
#PG_CSO: Have all the crew been beamed back?
XO_Bafii says:
TL: Bridge
CMO_Daetalus says:
::finds-himself-in-the-transporter-room-leaves-and-heads-tovvards-sickbay::
CTO_Kyrron says:
::throws up::
Host CO_Zax says:
OPS: Contact the PG as to the status of their counselor.
PG_FCO_Baptiste says:
#::Exits the TL onto the bridge ::
OPS_Chamberlain says:
::Begins Downloading PONG to the OPS Console:: CO: Aye, sir
PG_CSO_Raal says:
#PG_CTO: Checking...::looks at complement:: Looks like we're all present and accounted for.
EO_Toms says:
:: heads to Engineering to give data to others::
FCO_Rofax says:
::enters onto the bridge, half a step behind Bafii::
Host CO_Zax says:
::walks over to the CEO and instructs him to erase all Pong games from the ship's computers.::
TO_Jeff says:
CTO: You better rest, I'll take tactical ::rushes off to the bridge::
OPS_Chamberlain says:
COMM: PG: Have you received your Counselor?
CEO_Smith says:
CO: Aye sir.
PED_Prin says:
::Wakes up as she materializes on the ship....::
PG_OPS_Owens says:
::hearing the Pendragon Comm.::  COMM: Pendragon: Negative.  She did not materialize with the rest of us, only her Comm. badge.
Host Daimon_Gloorg says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= Pause Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=
Host Daimon_Gloorg says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= Pause Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=

